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City council to study
police corps project
Ryden said the program was unnecesBy Patty Kamysz
Mayor Tom McEnery’s proposed po- sary.
"We
have the best police department
lice corps program was given a boost
Tuesday when the city council voted 8-2 to in the country," she said. "We don’t have
establish a committee to study the pro- recruitment problems... To invest such a
large sum of money substitutes quantity
gram.
Touted by McEnery as an innovative for quality."
Police Chief Joseph McNamara agplan to put more officers on the street, the
police corps program will be examined by reed San Jose does have the best police dean ad hoc committee during the next two partment, but added, "that doesn’t mean
months. The committee will examine fi- we can’t be better."
Black and Hispanic groups at the
nancial and legal ramifcations of such a
hearing praised the plan, saying it would
program.
open
up avenues to minorities, as well as
The plan is to recruit new officers by
financing their educations in law enforce- provide better community relations bement-related areas in return for three tween the city and its "ideological young
people."
years’ service on the force.
The program would be a contract beSan Jose State University and the University of Santa Clara have agreed to par- tween the city and the student. The city
ticipate in the police corps program under would provide scholarships of $28,000 for
the present conditions. At the hearing four years of college providing that, upon
Tuesday, SJSU President Gail Fullerton graduation, the student spend a minimum
compared the program to ROTC, saying it of three years on the police force. Forty
could provide just as valuable a training applicants would be selected each year.
The students would be paid a lower
experience
Students could serve on a "trial em- wage than trained police officers, saving
ployment without the long-term commit- the city an estimated $2.8 million over a
10-year period. The estimates are based
ment," she said.
Though council members expressed on a report compiled by Deputy City Mancaution about cost effectiveness and en- ager Jack Van Sambeek.
McEnery said two unsolicited scholforcement of the contract, most agreed it
would benefit both the student officer and arships of $28,000 have already been offered,
one from Atari and the other from
the San Jose Police Department.
Council members Lu Ryden and Wolfe Sesnon Buttery, a property develClaude Fletcher voted against setting up a opment and management firm.
new committee, saying it should be referred loan already existing one that hanAppointed to the special committee
dles police issues.
are Mayor McEnery and council members
Fletcher said he was concerned the Jerry Estruth, Shirley Lewis and Iola Wilcouncil was beginning development of the liams. Although preliminary research has
program when it should only be in the con- been conducted by City Manager Gerald
ceptual stage.
Newfarmer and Van Sambeek, committee
The program needs to be carefully members will do further studies.
studied, he said, because we, as a counSpecifically, they will look into the
cil, have few dollars to deal with regard- level of funding, cost savings and litigations, such as how to handle drop-outs.
ing public safety."

REC fees stable,
Schneider says
By Karen Salom
The Student Union Board of
Directors approved a recommendation Tuesday that states under
no circumstances will student
fees for the Recreation and
Events Center be raised above
$40 per semester.
The recommendation, which
passed by a 8-3-2 vote, was made
the day before the two-day Associated Students elections began.
The Rec Center is one of the issues students are voting on.
some SUBOD
However,
members questioned the decision
because they were uncertain it
would keep fees from rising
above $40. SJSU students currently pay $10 per semester to
fund the proposed Rec Center.
Next semester the fee will increase to $40 per semester.
Michael Schneider, A.S. controller and member of SUBOD,
suggested the recommendation
because he said students don’t
understand the fee increase.
Schneider said he never
thought student fees would go
higher than $40 per semester. He
said Rec Center publicity has led
students to believe it would increase. According to the original
referendum, the $40 per semester
fee increase would affect students for the next 25 years.
The recommendation is a
clarification by SUBOD, Schneider said, to let students know it
doesn’t intend to let student fees
rise above $40.
However, when Kathy Cordova, A.S. president and SUBOD
member, asked the hoard if the
$40 increase could be raised

Polls
open
8 a.m-8 p.m.

later, Scheider said, "You can’t
close it off completely. We are a
business.
"If something comes out
( that needs more funding) later.
we’ll deal with it later."
S.U. Director Ron Barrett
said that although it is a legitimate question, "we shouldn’t tie
the hands of future boards. From
a business standpoint, we don’t
know what’s going to happen in
five years."
Larry Dougherty, A.S. vice
president and co-coordinator of
the 15-member Committee to
Stop the wRECk, said he has approached Schneider and SUBOD,
asking them to address the question of whether the fees were
fixed.
Dougherty said his concerns
were "basically ignored."
According to Dougherty,
Schneider said he didn’t feel it
was necessary to clarify the fee
increase, but now he’s changing
his mind.
"I see this as a token gesture
before the election," Dougherty
said. He added that he hopes
SUBOD pursues the issue after
the elections.
SUBOD has always acted on
the belief that fees would not go
any higher than $40 per semester. said SUBOD member Tony
Robinson.
"We’re just making it a formal motion," he said. "It’s too
bad we couldn’t make it earlier."
Students approved the Rec
Center in the March 1982 A.S.
elections by a 1,868 to 1,165 vote.
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Day at the Polls

Thomas Hardy
SJSU students vote on campus issues and candidates Wednesday.
Running the Student Union voting
tables are, from left to right, Me-

lissa Riley, public relations major,
Janet Yano, advertising, and Regina Murphy, liberal studies. Meelions continue through today, with

polls closing at 8 p.m. Voting tables
are located at the Student Union,
Clark library, Sweeney Hall and
the Business Classrooms.

Cordova accused of rule violation
YESS campaign manager files charge of electioneering misconduct
By Mark Freeman
Associated Students President Kathy Cordova
allegedly represented the Progressive Student
Party and solicited candidates for her party slate
one month before the allotted time. said Tom
Laus, campaign manager of the Your Effective
Student Support party.
Laus brought the possible campaign violation
to the A.S. Election Board Monday, said Todd Pilosi, chairman of the election board.
The meeting to decide on the alleged violation
was held last night at 9:00p.m., past press time.
Cordova said she went to the Feb. 14 InterDormitory Association meeting to talk on how to
form a political party. IDA was considering forming a party for the current A.S. general election
and they were asking her for input, she said.
She later told IDA members about PSP. and if
anyone wanted to help out on it. they could talk
with her later, Cordova said.
"I gave them encouragement to form their
own party or work with PS? or YESS," Cordova
said. "It’s not like I went in to push PSP or anything."

Laus was at the Feb. 14 IDA meeting and
thought what Cordova said there was possibly a
violation, but he was not sure, he said.
It was not until a similar instance concerning
YESS candidate Diana Garcia was ruled a violation last Monday that he decided to present it to
the board, he said.
Garcia solicited funds from the Panhellenic
Association the governing body of sororities at
SJSU and the board found its violation.
Act 9 of the A.S. Constitution states political
parties cannot represent themselves as political
parties before the orientation meeting, which this
year took place March 8, Pilosi said.
"What makes this so significant is that she got
two people from IDA to run in her party." Laus
said.
"They the Election Board) treated Diana
Garcia’s as a major infraction. but Kathy’s is
more severe because of the things involved,"
Laus said.
Cordova said three people from IDA are on
the slate, and only one approached her after the
Feb. 14 meeting about working for PSP.

"I feel it was done with complete honesty,"
Cordova said. "I wasn’t trying to do something secretive in this.
"If I was afraid it was possibly a violation. I
wouldn’t have done it," Cordova said.
PSP has filed a number of YESS campaign violations with the board, Cordova said, and this
might be a reaction to some of those.
"I think they (YESS) might be grabbing at
straws to find something against us," she said.
The Election Board, if finding Cordova’s actions a violation, will decide both her’s and Garcia’s sanctions at the meeting. Pilosi said.
"We are going to balance out this one (Cordova’s) with what Diana Garcia did." Pilosi said.
"It would be a parallel decision."
The Election Board is considering a fine, or a
restriction on where they can campaign today, Pilosi said.
Cordova will not attend the Election Board
meeting, but said she sent a letter on her behalf to
the board.

Student Union lacks space to house KSJS
By Cindy Roberts
It’s "back to the drawing
board" for KSJS’ relocation plans.
said Joel Wyrick, general manager
of the station. A Student Union
Board of Directors committee recently concluded the Student Union
lacks the space needed to house the
campus radio station.
KSJS received a letter late last
week from S.U. Director Ron Barrett saying SUBOD’s House Committee decided the station would be
given top priority when more space
is available.
Wyrick said the letter gave "no
clue" as to when more space might
open up. So for the time being. KSJS
will remain in Hugh Gillis Hall.
In a Spartan Daily story that
ran three weeks ago, Barrett was
quoted as saying space will become
available when a fourth floor is
added to the Student Union
KSJS representatives were not
present at the SUBOD meeting when

the House Committee reported its
findings.
"I expected a field of questions
from them," committee member
Matt Smith said.
Wyrick said KSJS wasn’t there
because it was never notified about
the meeting. KSJS had been notified
of meetings in the past by a phone
call and a memo, he said, but
d
ev
ie
cer
neither
for this
meeting.
"We were told by Matt Smith ot
the House Committee that we’d he
notified" Wyrick said.
Smith and Barrett said KSJS
representatives weren’t not i f led
personally, hut they know when the
meetings are held.
"They’d attended the last three
or four meetings," Smith said
"They know the meetings are on
every other Tuesday. For an important thing like this, I’d think they’d
be interested in finding out when the
meetings were "
Although the House Committee

ings" about using A.S. office space
for the station.
"Sure. I’d like to," he said, "but
I don’t know how political that is. I
can see an animosity build up. The
House Committee gave the impression that they (AS,) have a lot of
space. but I don’t think they have
the space availability. "I think it’s a
move to change our train of thought.
I don’t think A.S. is the way to go."
"We don’t have space for something like that," A.S. Vice President
Larry Dougherty said. "The only

Joel Wyrick
KSJS Manager

adequate rooms are inside offices,
and people are doubling up already.
"Something should have been
located for them (KSJS)."

could not recommend space for the
radio station, it did suggest KSJS
approach Associated Students for
some of its office space
Wyrick said he has "mixed feel-

Wyrick said he wants to continue pursuing the project. -He will meet this week with
James Lull, the station’s faculty adviser, to discuss plans for the station.
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Kill the beef
I say, we Americans certainly are trendy people. If
anything new and kind of cute comes along we cling to
it, smother it and use as if it were our own creation. Sayings, signs, plays on words. etc. . . are taken, quoted,
promoted and heard to the point of nausea. The following are several things which have "gotta go."

Frank Lopez
Staff Writer

"Where’s the beef?"
Boy, what a witty utterence. I have to adnut, I found
it quite cute the first 10,000 times I listen to that sweet
old lady belch, "Where’s the Beef?" But now, 10,000
later, I’m wondering "Where’s the humor?"
The phrase has virtually become the banner saying
of the Democratic Party. Senator Kennedy used it, Gary
Hart used it and on the cover of this week’s Newsweek,
there is a photo of Hart and Mondale standing next to
each other with the caption reading "Who’s got the
beef?"
"Where’s the Beef?" has gotta go.
Hart’s name, too, has seen no end of use. Headline
writers throughout the nation have unceasingly used the
man’s last name as material for a play on words: "Mondale ’Hart’ -broken in Florida" or "America takes Gary
to ’Hart’ "or "Mondale wins ’Hart’ -stopper." Enough is
enough. ’Hart’ puns have gotta go.
A different type of heart that is also in need of the
deep six is that darling shape on bumper stickers known
as "luv’s." "I heart four
-wheelers," "I heart
it’s all
whales," "I heart cockerspaniels." I guess
New ’York’s fault. I’ve even seen an "I heart Reagan" sign. 1 mean, come on, Reagan?
"Heart" bumper stickers they gotta go.
And what about Weird Al Yankovich. Everyone has
no doubt heard his song, "Eat it." The tune is funny, but
does it deserve to have emerged in the nations top forty
(number 14 on KHTC)? I understand some youngster
named Michael Jackson has even done a mock copy of
"Eat it," jokingly titled "Beat it," which has had some
commercial success. Things are definitely getting out of
hand.
The public’s adoration of Michael Jackson is simply
ridiculous.
Opinion pieces in the Daily covering topics such as
Elizabeth Bouvia, abortion and the nomination of Ed
Meese for Attorney General get no response from the
campus community.
But the minute something is written criticizing Michael Jackson, letters come out of the woodwork. Anything that has to do with Michael Jackson has gotta go.
For those who don’t care about any of the above, it’s
about time to start referring to them in another way.
"Apathy" has overstayed its welcome.
A.S. political candidates, almost without exception
this election,referred to SJSU’s student body as being
"apathetic." The word "apathy" has reached the critical state. Why don’t we use "indifference" for a while?
Whether anyone cares, "apathy" has gotta go.
The list of tired verbage and over-glorification of
pop stars could go on forever. It really should stop or at
least be slowed down. That is. I hate to be apathetic, but
who cares where the beef is?

From White House to nut-house
John Hinckley tried to kill the president. Where is he
now?
Did David Mahonski have the same intention when
he was spotted hanging around the White House with a
sawed-off shotgun? We will never know.
And now there is another one. Secret Service agents
arrested a woman Monday near the White House. Likes

Monte Poole
Staff Writer

gang of terrorists, they blocked the path of her vehicle,
sprinted to her door, smashed the windows and yanked
her out. A better kidnapping technique has yet to be
found.
Maybe she should have been arrested. Maybe she
posed a life-endangering threat to the president or those
close to him. Maybe not. But like the cases of Hinckley
and Mahonski guys who clearly meant business she
was sent to the mental hospital.
Everytime someone is accused or suspected of trying to harm the president, they get a free ticket to the
Land of Entrenchment. Why? Are they all crazy? What
goes on inside those walls, anyway?
Hinckley was considered, even by those close to
him, a flake. Judging by his bungling, awkward, ill-conceived assassination plan, he is. well, extremely flaky.
It’s almost like he wanted to get caught. Maybe he deserved a free ticket.
Secret Service agents said Mahonski had been walking about the general area of the White House for a couple of weeks. He must’ve been up to something. They
were investigating his background. Mahonski’s sawedoff shotgun triggered a few shoot -first -perform -lobotomy -later mechanisms in the agents. Considered crazy
instead of criminal, he also gets a one-way ticket.
Ronald Reagan’s presidency seems plagued by the
bizarre. On the same day as the Mahonski incident, a
man climbed a White House fence and was arrested.
Last year an anti-nuclear protester was shot and killed
after threatening to blow up the Washington Monument.
There was a bombing last November which prompted
increased security.
It has been said Secret Service agents accost people
who walk by the White House too often What is too

often? Does walking by the White House make you
crazy?
The Secret Service is deft about justifying its actions, but this case of the dangerous female driver
seems a little far-fetched from the neo-fascist way
she was arrested, to the careful inspection of her car afterward.
The woman was arrested for "suspicious behavior," a Secret Service official said. The spokesman also
said that one of the White House gate guards observed
something that "didn’t seem like a normal action."
What do these subjective, abstract terms mean? In
every report-writing seminar I’ve attended indeed a
goodly number those phrases were to be avoided for
reasons of ambiguity and lack of clarity. Professional
reports, it is said, are objective and state facts without
assuming conclusions.
The woman was unarmed and made "no attempt to
crash through or penetrate" any of the gates, said another Secret Service spokesman. She did nothing indicating insanity and yet she winds up in a mental hospital.
, No charges were placed against the woman and
none were being considered. Mighty big of the boys.
What would the charges be? Driving under White House
security surveillance? The biggest crime committed, as
far as I am concerned, was her driving a Ford Pinto.
That, my friends, has been proven destructive.
A plethora of questions scramble about my mind regarding this event. Will this woman ever again be seen
by the public? Does she have a job? Children? Is she
destined for wrist straps, strait-jackets, screaming
neighbors and padded rooms with tiny holes in the door?
Does she deserve it? Does anybody?
I, and many others among the multitudes, would
like to know why these people are shipped away so
quickly. Maybe this woman will be lucky. Maybe she
will again see freedom. But what about those who transgressed before she committed her malicious act?
Tell us, Ron. Tell us, Secret Service. Tell us, somebody. Tell us why bombs explode, shots are fired, windows are smashed and enrollment in the federal outhouse goes up.
Tell us why taking one too many morning drives or
evening strolls within telescope distance of the White
House qualifies you to swell the ranks of the mental
ward.
Some advice: If you have any enemies, relatives
you don’t like, or ex-lovers you wish to banish from the
face of the earth, there is a solution. Simply extoll the
healthful virtues of brisk evening strolls and drives.
Then buy them a one-way ticket to Washington D C and
tell them to make sure they visit the White House
You may never see them again.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Student sick of reading gay issues
on the front page of the Daily
I am writing this letter because I am annoyed with
the increase of articles printed in the Daily and particularly on the front page concerning the homosexual
community.
It seems to me front page articles should not only be
of interest to the students at SJSU, but those articles
should be of interest to the majority of SJSU students. I
think the Daily has failed to recognize who the majority
of their readers are.
I am curious to know how many people actually
read the front page article "Gay men speak out on parenthood" in the Monday, March 19 issue, or how many
noticed this article and said "Who cares!"
I am not criticizing this one particular article. I am
criticizing the increase of homosexual issues being
printed in the Daily, particularly on the front page.
I do not care to read about gay rights, gay problems
or any other gay issues. I guess you could say that I just
care less! If the homosexual people want publicity, they
should print their own newspaper. I don’t want to read
about their problems in the Daily.

If the homosexual community wants to become
more outspoken, that is their business. However, why
should the straight students at SJSU who are in the
majority be subjected to a rising number of homosexual articles being printed in their school newspaper.
If the Daily must print articles concerning homosexual issues, don’t print them on the front page.
Ross Phihips
Marketing
senior

The quotation attributed to vice-president Henry
Orbach ("Dean agitated by location change" Spartan
Daily. March 211 is offensive. In the old Social Science
office building, faculty "could come and go as they
pleased. There was no one to keep an eye on them."
If the quote was accurate, it reveals a tragic personal limitation.
During History’s occupancy of Social Science, successive University presidents have nine times designated historians as Outstanding Professor and Presidential Scholar.
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Psychology professor suggests
Dudley Moorhead TV monitors

History chairman takes offense
to facilities director’s comment
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Also, during our single last year in Social Science,
historians published 12 volumes in their scholarly
fields; their students published another five.
No president and no facilities manager had to keep
an eye on us then. I wish to assure the academic community that future surveillance, likewise, is unnecessary.
James P. Walsh
History Department
chairman
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Henry Orbach’s comments in your March 21 artcle
on the move of some social science faculty out of "something nice" in the old Social Science building into a
"standard faculty office" really caught my eye.
I was especially intrigued by his statement that
"They (the social science people who had to move)
weren’t happy about moving. They could come and go
as they pleased. There was no one to keep an eye on
them,"
Good heavens! Faculty coming and going as they
please. We’d better stop that appalling practice right
now. Furthermore, we Social science faculty are particularly sneaky, so it is essential that someone "keep an
eye on us."
It might he a good idea to have closed-circuit TV
cameras in our offices and a timeclock at the entrance
to Dudley Moorhead Hall.After all, we surely don’t want
sneaky social scientists getting away with anything.
Robert II. Clarke
Psychology.
professor

LETTERS
All letters must bear the writer’s name, signature,
major, phone number and class standing. The phone
number is for verification purposes, and will not be
printed.
Letters can be delivered to the Daily, upstairs in
Dwight Bentel Hall, or at the information center on the
first floor of the Student Union

The ’Kahlumnisr
by Dean Kahl

Wild kingdom
From"sro dnpu-depothe
c-eb-ot-ecin-o t-s’rehtaew"
department:
The sun was hot (as it usually is) Tuesday. I
blew off class, bought some popcorn from the Spartan Bookstore and headed for the San Jose Wildlife
Preserve:
When 1 arrived, the animals were just crawling
out of the woodwork. The preserve is unique in that
it has no fences separating the animals from the
spectators and passers-by.
The animals’ activities fascinated me. I
gurgled with enthusiasm while shoving a heaping
handful of popcorn into my mouth.
Nature seemed so beautiful.
The animals, though, seemed a little sluggish
For the most part, they lied around and yawned.
Thank goodness I didn’t bring my camera to capture these timid beasts on film.
I decided to lie in the shade myself and observe
the creatures. Maybe they were leery of a person
lurking about. I prayed they weren’t aggressive
enough to attack an unarmed journalism senior.
They weren’t.
But then, for a fleeting moment, the animals
showed signs of life. An amorous male began pawing a female in what appeared to be some sort of
mating ritual. They rolled around on the grass. The
temale creature even pawed back at the male.
spilled several popcorn kernels with my eyes
fixed on this act of nature in action. But I wasn’t the
only one watching. A male animal of another species was examining the scene. I figured I’d best depart before there was any bloodshed over territorial
rights.
I thought I wasn’t going to make it. When I
crept out of the shade, there were animals everywhere. Where did they all come from? Why do they
all just lie around in the sun? Are they all rejects
from the San Francisco Zoo?
I wished Marlin Perkins or Lorne Greene had
accompanied me to answer my questions.
Most of the animals had unusual plumage.
Some shed their outer coats to enjoy the sun. One
beautiful beast passed in front of me elaborately
decorated with brilliant markings, a feathered.
floppy mane and pink hooves.
I deducted that it was a female because she
looked as passive as the animal that had been
mauled by the aggressive male beast.
Ignorant of her behavior patterns, I tossed the
last few kernels of popcorn on the ground in front of
her. She flashed a wild look and scampered off.
That animal didn’t warm up to me as quickly as
the squirrels in William Street Park or the pigeons
in Monterey. She was a lovely creature, nevertheless, and I imagined how nice it would have been to
take her home ass pet and tame her.
All in all, the animal activity was boring. Some
creatures stretched. Others yawned. One was even
eating a sandwich.
But most of them just sprawled out on the grass
around a bubbling watering hole or any other
grassy spot they could find.
One beast even got up and wandered toward a
busy street. I thought of notifying a gamekeeper.
but there was none to be found.
Shortly thereafter, a pack of wild creatures
arose and began walking on the paths that I had as
sumed were only for the viewing public.
These animals weren’t unintelligent, but they
were extremely listless.
As I was leaving, a creature resembling a bah,
boon confronted me and growled, "yagotthetime.
man" or something like that. I eluded this noisy
predator and escaped the preserve disappointed
with the animals’ activity.
The creatures didn’t throw their excrement at
me, but they took the "wild" out of wildlife.
Dean Kahl is the Daily’s feature editor and col
iimnist. His column appears every Tuesday and
Thursday.
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Suburbian rock
hits the road
NEW YORK AP) They come from the suburbs of
Minneapolis and got their start playing bars near college
campuses and in bedroom communities dotted with shopping malls and fast food joints.
And the name they chose to launch their musical career? Why the Suburbs, of course.
The five-member rock group has been on the road
promoting its first LP for Washington, Pennsylvania,
New York, the West Coast and British Columbia. Minneapolis is their last stop.
In New York, the Suburbs attracted a respectable
and approving
crowd at their concert at The Ritz, a
Manhattan rock club. But their name has yet to become a
household word.
Small wonder, says drummer Hugo Klaers. "Musically, we’re in the equivalent of seventh grade," he said.
He said that he and bass guitarist Michael Halliday
didn’t start playing seriously until the band formed in 1977
on Thanksgiving.
That was when lead singer Beej Chaney and keylioardist Chan Poling returned from a year in California,
where Poling was studying composition. They hooked up
with Klaers and Halliday, who had been working as cooks
in Minneapolis. The fifth player is Bruce Allen, 28, on lead
guitar.
Before being signed by Polygram, they had released
wo albums and a single for Twin-Tone, an independent
label. The LPs were "In Combo" and "Credit in Heaven."
file single was called "Dream Dog."
Like Men at Work, who familiarized Americans with
Vegemite, an Australian vegetable spread, the Suburbs’
lyrics also reflect their origins. "Rattle My Bones," a single from their current album, mentions 7-Eleven, the convenience store chain.
Chaney and Poling write most of the lyrics. "We’re
the spokesmen for the other guys," Becky said.
The Suburbs have a video clip on Music Television
and have made the charts in England. They’ve had airplay elsewhere in Europe, and reportedly have a loyal following in Australia.
earrings and dinThough their stage appearances
ner suits show one side of them, the Suburbs are as traditional as their name. All are married and Poling has a
10-year-old son.
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Women’s project now a weekly program
By Cindy Roberts
What started as an independent study project for
last fall’s semester has blossomed into a weekly public
affairs program on KSJS.
"Esencia: A Woman’s Perspective" is a program
by, for and about women, and is co-coordinated by
SJSU students Maria Lynn and Jacqui Kaufman.
"Working on Esencia has made me become really
aware of women’s issues. I got really involved, and it’s
opened my eyes to more subtle discriminations," said
Kaufman. For instance, Kaufman and Lynn consider
equal rights a loud women’s issue that most everyone
is aware of. Some of the issues the show deals with are
violence against women in pornography, sterilization
of women in third world countries, and ways
Christianity has oppressed women. These issues tend
to be the most controversial.
"A lot of women’s issues are controversial in
general," said Kaufman, and Lynn added, "We have
poetry readings on the air that are about lesbians and
rape, and people are shocked when they hear stuff like
that."

’Esencia’ is also a good resource
the arts. Poetry and music from
students and the collective have
been aired.’
Maria Lynn
co-coordinator of ’Esencia’

for

KKUP radio in Cupertino is the only other local
station that offers a women’s program, and Kaufman
and Lynn agree that commercial radio stations are
hesitant to air a program such as "Esencia."
"The public doesn’t want to hear a program like
this," said Kaufman. "They’re socialized against
women being equal and men are afraid of women’s
power." Both agree the public has many
misconceptions of the women’s movement, and "menhating" is just one of them.
"Mainstream music is very sexist, so it would be
hypocritical to put a women’s show on. A lot of disc
jockey’s are very sexist," said Kaufman.
She offered the following as an example: KPEN
radio ran an announcement advertising SJSU’s recent
Womyn’s Week. Following the announcement of the ad
the station played the song "Girls Just Wanna Have
Fun." After the song. Kaufman said, the disc jockey
said, "If girls just want to have fun, how come they say
no all the time?" Kaufman felt this statement was in
competition with the Womyn’s Week advertisement
that had just run.
"I called them because I felt they stepped over the
line, and they made a joke about it," she said. She
added that when she calls radio stations with similar
complaints, the disc jockeys usually just dismiss the
whole matter by making a joke of it, saying something
like, "we discriminate against everybody, we don’t
like anyone."
Men have not been interviewed on "Esencia" in
the past because the program is "A Woman’s
Perspective." However, there are men in the
"Esencia" collective, and some members of the
organization "Men Against Rape" will be interviewed
on an upcoming program.
"’Esencia’ is also a good resource for the arts,"
said I.ynn, "Poetry and music from students and

acqui
Kaufman

Maria

Thomas Harcb
members of the collective have been aired. One
student read her poetry on the air and has now decided
to try and get it published. It’s really nice to hear that
stuff."
"Esencia: A Woman’s Perspective" is currently
aired on KSJS Tuesday evenings from 6107 p.m., but
Kaufman and Lynn would both like to see the show
expanded.
"When we started we were coming up from zero
and one hour a week was all we could handle," said
Lynn, "but we’re really ready to move on now." Both
women feel the expanded hours would give them a
better opportunity to educate the public on women’s
issues and offer more variety and time for those in h.,
collective to do the programs they want.
It’s not going to be easy, they say.
"We’re a public service program we’re an 1.1
( Federal Communication Commission I regulation: said Lynn, "It’s obvious we’re not really supported
the station."
"If we were to back out, I don’t think they’d
complain," was the way Kaufman put it. Both agree
that it would be a real fight to get more air time from
the station, but both feel it’s more than worth it

Actress tells of life with famous dummy
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NEW YORK (API She was born the dummy’s sister the sweet stripling of that raunchy redwood rake,
Charlie McCarthy.
Candice Bergen was the golden daughter of ventriloquist Edgar Bergen and his wife, Frances. She was a celebrity child who reaped fantasy Christmas presents from
"Uncle Walt" Disney, but had to share her father with a
wooden doll.
Often Bergen, then the toast of radio, sat young
Candy and the sassy Charlie on either knee, squeezing the
backs of their necks while they moved their mouths. As
the improbable "brother" and "sister" soundlessly
flapped their lips. Bergen spoke for both of them.
It was tough growing up with a wooden star who even
sat at the dinner table. It was tougher still idolizing a father she had trouble telling: "I love you." Miss Bergen
was not able to say that to her father’s face until a few
years before his death in 1978.
It has taken her close to eight years to write about her
coming of age in her new book, "Knock Wood" ( The Linden Press, 815.95). She began writing it when she was 30.
"This book was freeing," she said in an interview at
the West Side apartment she shares with her husband,

filmmaker Louis Malle. "You really don’t have much to
hide after doing it. The book began a process of growing
up that never ends.
Her poignant and witty acount written in a lively and
often self-deprecating style has yanked her from a selfimposed literary sabbatical and encouraged her to re-examine acting.
Right now, after spending two years doing little else
than the book, she says she’s a little "rusty" about acting
Bergen started out wanting to be a photojournalist.
but found she lacked the dedication to make it a career
and went into modeling.
That led to her first film role, that of Lakey, the k’s
bian coed in the 1965 movie, "The Group."
"The picture couldn’t have been better for me," shc
said in a 1966 interview with The Associated Press. "Hoy
can you fail when you have only five minutes of scenes.
play a controversial role and make a striking appearance? It was over before the audience had a chancy
bask, ’Can she act?"
The question haunted her through subsequent mm
ies, until "Carnal Knowledge" in 1971. Later, in 1979, Miss
Bergen displayed a talent for comedy and character per

trayal in "Starting Over." and was lauded tor her work 111
1981’s "Rich and Famous."
"I look at all the opportunities given to me. Out of fear
and uneasiness, I didn’t make the most of them," she
said.
"I never did anything disciplined in my life, and it
really knocked the socks off me." she said.
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Spartans sweep SF State
Pitching, timely hitting help SJSU win eighth straight
By Joe Roderick
The Spartans’ Huck Hibberd, not to be confused with
Iluck Finn or Huck Hound, couldn’t find the plate if he had
to earlier in the year.
But the guy with the funny name wasn’t laughing
about his early-season difficulties. "Velocity hasn’t been
the problem, it’s been my control," Hibberd said. "I’ve
been wild all season."

Baseball

Pa) Cant wi

Scott Rettig, who leads the Spartans in stolen bases, picked up another one Tuesday.

Hibberd, the No. 6 starter, pitched six shutout innings
against San Francisco State Tuesday night at Municipal
Stadium. Matt McPeak, rapidly becoming an effective
short man out of the bullpen, then put the Gators away in
t he seventh for an 8-0 win.
The Spartans also got relief help from Steve Vasquez
in the first game, winning 7-5.
If you’re counting out there, that’s eight straight wins
tor the Spartans equaling their longest winning streak
since 1979. And with the University of San Francisco, just
ti-17, in town for a three-game stand this weekend, the ext ention of The Streak seems likely.
"Amazing," Spartan head coach Gene Menges said.
"We’re back up to the right level now. Starting out 5-13-1
put us in a pretty deep hole. We’re back out of it now."
The Spartans have received good pitching and clutch
hitting during the eight -game binge, aspects that were
missing early in the season. SJSU pitchers have allowed
only 15 runs during those eight games, while recording
three shutouts.
Hibberd’s outing Tuesday was unexpected. He was
drafted by the Atlanta Braves last June and had to be considered a candidate for a starting spot for the Spartans
this year.
But the early success of pitchers Ron Rooker. Steve
olson, Terry Adams and Kevin Sullivan had pushed Hibherd deep down the pitching chart. In only II innings
pitched, he had a 6.56 ERA.
"Hibberd threw the ball well enough to get a little
more attention," Menges said.
Hibberd’s name can now be included among those
battling for the third and fourth starting pitching spots.
"Everybody’s been pitching," Hibberd said. "Hopefully I can get some more innings. It’s gonna be tough."
Hibberd, whose fastball sailed at 86 miles per hour
Tuesday, allowed only five hits and a walk through six in-

San Francisco has everybody laughing
NCBA Preview
By Joe Roderick
Editor’s note: This is the sixth of a seven part preview on the Northern California Baseball Association
teams, Today, a look at the University of San Francisco.
a team that
Every league seems to have a clown
can provide hours of laughter. Everybody loves to watch
the clown perform his klutzy routine
The University of San
Francisco is the clown of the
Northern California Baseball
Association, a label that Don
head coach Ken Bowman has
grown to despise.
"Nobody wants to finish
in last, believe me." Bowman
said. "We don’t enjoy being in
last place every year."
During their seven years in the NCBA, the Dons have
compiled a 98-300 record for a .246 percentage. Only once
in 1982 have the Dons finished out of the cellar.
The Dons seemed to be picking it up when Bowman
arrived in 1981. USF went 22-33 that year, nothing spectacular, but a vast improvement over past seasons.
USF was 20-39 in 1982, finally smelling the fresh air of
a non-cellar finish. But it happened again last year the
Dons were 9-39 overall. and finished a mile away from
anyone in the conference at 5-25.
The Dons are 6-17 this year. an ever -so-slight improvement over last year. But this improvement hasn’t

given Bowman a bolt of confidence. "I’m just glad were
not in league yet," he said.
Bowman, though, isn’t worried about the numbers.
"We’re just looking to improve. If we don’t move out of
last place, but I feel we’ve improved, that’s fine. I don’t
care where we finish. I just want to improve."
Gene Menges, whose SJSU team beat USF twice this
year in a non-conference affairs, believes the Dons have
improved noticeably.
"Hey, they’re going to give teams some problems this
year," Menges said.
But there are others, like UOP coach John Picone,
who think USF couldn’t put a scare into a little league
team. "If you can count out anybody in the league, it’s
probably USF," Picone said.
The Dons do have a few hitters who can put wood on
the ball every now and then. "I think we’re hitting the ball
real well," Bowman said. "That’s been pretty evident."
USF has forever been the heartbreak hotel team of
the conference. During a string of five games this year
the Dons lost three by 10-9. 10-8 and 12-10counts.
Leading the way for USF is catcher/first baseman
Larry Arrington. hitting .314 with six home runs and 20
RBIs. "He’s been our power guy this year." Bowman
said.
Last year, first baseman Steve Scolini held that dis
tinct ion, hitting .352 with eight homers and 45 RBIs.
Scolini has slumped to .208 this year, while connecting
on just two home runs. "He has to start hitting," Bowman
said.
The Dons have a couple other semi -heavy hitter in

flings, while striking out nine. He walked three straight to
open the seventh, prompting Menges to bring in McPeak.
"I ran out of gas," Hibberd said. "I haven’t pitched in
a while. I need to built up my stamina."
McPeak needed just a couple of pitches to end the
threat in the seventh, retiring three straight batters
Another player, catcher Mark Webb, wiped away the
frustrations of a recent one-week suspension by popping a
solo home run in the third inning, giving the Spartans a 5-0
lead.
"That felt real good," said Webb, who was hitting just
.211 in 19 at -bats. "He threw a curveball right in there. I
was choking up. I knew it was coming."
Another key during the Spartans’ surge has been the
ability to break things open with big innings. In the second
inning of the first game, Lou Holt singled with two outs
and none on beginning a five -run, six -hit inning.

‘We’re back up to the right level
now. Starting out 5-13-1 put us in
a pretty deep hole. We’re back
out of it now.’
Gene Menges
SJSU coach
"That’s it right there the two-out rallies. That
helps," Menges said.
Meanwhile, Vasquez, in relief of Spartan starter
Danny Martinez, who gave up three runs in 32/3 innings,
allowed two unearned runs the rest of the way.
"I’m pitching better now," Vasquez said. "I started
out good in winter league, then started having trouble
with my breaking ball. You can’t go the whole game with
fastballs. The hitters knew I couldn’t get the curve over so
they waited on the fastball."
Vasquez hadn’t pitched since March 3, giving him
time to develop a couple of new pitches. He’s experimented with a pitch called the splurge, a combination
slider/curveball.
"I hold it like a fastball, but I throw it like a slider,"
Vasquez said. "It’ll move toward the batter and dip
across the plate."

except itself

catcher Nick LaRocca ( .281) and right fielder Dave Sheldon (.356>.
But USF’s lineup is also sprinkled with a few weaklings like second baseman Chris Kroener ( .147). left
fielder Wayne Giesen ( .224) and reserve right fielder
Mark McGuigan (.213).
If you think those numbers are weak, the Dons threeman pitching rotation consists of George Kanto ( 2-0. 4.38
ERA), Pat McClelland (0-3, 6.48) and Bob Reed ( 0-5,
10.33).
Mike Supple (0-1, 5.95) leads the bullpen brigade

"Our pitching’s been trouble for us," Bowman said.
Bowman has a plan to keep his team reasonably close
entering the late innings. "I’m just looking for six or
seven strong innings from our starters," he said. "If our
starters can get by six innings, we’ll be all right.
"We got to throw strikes too. We got to keep down the
walks. Against Stanford, we walked 30 batters in three
games."
That might be funny to you and me, but when you’re
the clown, you just want to shed a few tears.
Tomorrow: SJSU.
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Spring Forward With Earth Toys

,
SUPER SKIING and CAMPING RENTALS
EARTH TOYS IS LOCATED ON-CAMPUS NEXT TO THE BAKERY
FOR MORE IWO. CALL 277-3033
handed by Aeoclatod Student

You’ll Be Voting On

Academic Affairs
Business Affairs
California State Affairs
Communications
Community Affairs
Ethnic Affairs

Intercultural Affairs
Non-Trad. Minority Affairs
Personnel
Sponsored Programs
Student Rights
Student Services
Academic Senators

POLLING PLACES:
Student Union
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8 am -8 pm
8 am -8 pm

Sweeney Hall
Business Classrooms

8 am -2:30 pm
2:30 pm -8 pm

VOTE

AND MAKE YOUR VOICE HEARD!
FUNDED BY ASSOCIATED STUDENTS
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SJSU volleys past Ducks, 8-1
By Frank Lopez
The women’s tennis team upped their record to 5-4
overall and 1-1 in NorPac play with a 8-1 victory over Oregon Tuesday at Spartan Courts. SJSU, traditionally a
baseline team, went to a serve and volley game to topple
the Ducks.
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In singles, the Spartans won 12 of 14 sets as they raced
to a 6-0 lead before the doubles competion even began. Despite the lopsided singles score, there were three matches
that were close.
In No. 1 singles, Rochelle Morrison crushed Lindsay
Bartlett 6-0 in the first set, but then found herself behind
in the second as Bartlett rushed the net and forced the action to build to 5-3 advantage. Morrison, however, regained control, rolled off four straight games, and captured the second set and the match, 6-0, 7-5.
No. 2 Marilyn Morrell was blown out 1-6 in the opening set before a change of strategy put ,her back in the
match. Morrell attacked the net in the final two sets and
allowed her opponent, Amy Gram, to win just four games
the remainder of the match, cruising to a 1-6, 6-2,6-2 decision.
The other close singles match of the day came at No. 4
where Aileen Nishi was forced to come from a one-set deficit to win 2-6, 6-4,6-2 over Janella Platt.
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Julie Rose serves on her way to a 6-3. 6-1 victory over Oregon’s Sarah Grail.
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The Air Force/Army ROTC Cadet Fellowship will
hold a talk on "God’s leadership of the Military" at 10:30
s.m, today in MacQuarrie Hall Room 438. For more information call John Redmond at 277-8919.
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The Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship will be discussing "Unreached Peoples" from 7 to 8:30 tonight in the
., Student Union Costanoan Room. For more information
:contact Jonathan Chin at 277-8285.
The Aeronautics Department reminds any student
who wishes to change their major to aeronautics to subnit the necessary forms by March 30. For more information call the Aeronautic’s Department at 277-2466.
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, The Community Committee For International Students will provide tutoring in conversational English for
all international students from 1 to 3 p.m. today and toinorrovy m Actminipration Building Room 206. For more
information call Muriel at 277-3690 or 277-3691.
.
The Foreign Languages Department will host a lecture by Professor Moraima De Semprun Donahue on
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features teams from over twenty western schools. The
competition is broken down into flights, number one singles players against other number one players, two versus two, etc.
Beritzhoff is optimistic that any number of SJSU participants could place in the tournament. "We have good
hope all the way through. We all have a good chance," she
said.
Next week the Spartans will play at Fresno State in a
NorPac contest on Tuesday, and host the University of
Hawaii in a non-league contest on Thursday.
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"Teaching of Modern Hispanic Fiction: History, Politics,
and Social Concern"at 5 p.m. today in Sweeney Hall
Room 100.
The Campus Christian Center will hold a "Meet and
Eat" lunch from noon to 1 p.m. today at Jonah’s Wail located at 300 S. 10th St. at San Carlos. For more information call Natilie Shiral at 298-0204.
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Other Spartan victors were Julie Rose, who topped
Sarah Grail 6-3, 6-1 in No. 3 singles, Anh-Dao Espinosa,
who beat Tracey Barton 6-1, 6-0 in No. 5 singles, and
Lynda Rose, who was a 6-1, 6-2 victor over Ann Shepard at
No. 6. In a practice match JoAnne McIntyre also won for
the Spartans, getting past Julie Canon, 6-4.6-0.
SJSU also took two out of three doubles matches. In
No. 1 doubles, Morrison and J. Rose combined for 6-1, 6-4
win over Bartlett and Grail, and at No. 3 Nishi and L.
Rose teamed for a 7-6, 6-0 victory over Barton and Canon.
The only Spartan loss came in the number two dou-

bles match where Morrell and McIntyre were defeated 64,2-6,6-2. by Gram and Platt.
"It’s good the team was able to bounce back so well,"
SJSU coach Lisa Beritzhoff said of her team’s performance Tuesday following their 3-6 loss to United States
International University on Monday.
Beritzhoff felt her team made certain adjustments
since Monday’s loss.
"They played more aggressively, more confidently,"
she noted.
Over the next two days the Spartans will be playing in
the Sacramento Invitational tournament. The tourney

NEWS
BULLETIN

’41.48

484-4

Isaac Newt

Sheila Neal

The Black Students of Engineering will hold a meeting at 6:30 tonight in Engineering Building Room 148.
"College Republicans" will hold a forum with Bob
Naylor, California Assembly minority leader, from noon
to 1 p.m. tomorrow in the S.U. Amphitheater. For more
information call Matt Leipzig at,972-1153.
The Pre-Med Club will hold a meeting, featuring
speaker Dr. Richard Ingraham, SJSU pre-med advisor,
on "Pre-Med Career Planning" at 1:30 p.m. today and tomorrow in Duncan Hall Room 249. Contact Rita Swencionis at 287-7720 for more information.

CLASSIFIED
ANNOUNCEMENTS
DENTAL VISION PLAN Enroll now
Save money teeth. and eyes For
information see A S Office or call
phone 1408)371 8811

receipts avaol Call George at 1408)
971 93120,14081297 2095
68 MUSTANG. V8 209 auto trans .
good condition. PS. to really nice
car $3200. call 2384162

DON’T LOOK ANY further, BAPTIST
Student Union is tot you Everyone
is welcome Come loon in a week
day Bible study at 11 30 on Tues
days in the Guadalupe Rol of the
Student Union For details on our
other Bible studies and activities
on c.o.s. call Karen al 3770772
GIVE THE GIFT only you ceir give to
someone you love a beautiful
color portrait by John Peulson Pho
logrephy 408 2308
HEALTH INSURANCE’ Operettana and
hospital rooms cost more than you
think For health Insurance to help
pay soaring hospnalosurgical bills
check with Slate Farm. Ellen Van
Nortwick Agent State Form Ins
978 7171
MAKE YOUR VOTE count’ Vote Pro
gram. Student Petty March 21
22
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Baha’i Writ

, SUMMER ’84 IN PERU Travel to Lime
Cuzco Machu Ihcchu Amazon
etc TWO experience in Spanish
end Peruvian culture Earn 7 unds
ot more Learn by loving woth a Pe
runan family Call Dr Hamilton
Dept of Foreign Languages 277
2576 Leave your name address
end phone number
UNINSURED MOTORIST BEWARE,
New law Automatically lose your
driver’s ken. Good student end
non smoker thscounts Call for
280 7426 Auto renters
ending Mane Formica Insurance
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VOTE PROGRESSIVE STUDENT Party’
.
Let your voice be hoard Vote Pro
green. Student Party March 21
22
WHITE1NATER GUIDE SCHOOL Apr
14 22 9 dens on river training,
evening seminars Includes equip
ment textbook. meals. camping
1350 VIC McLean ’s Wild River
Tours. P0 Bo. 500 Lotus. Ca
19161 826 5042 EM
95851
PLOYMENT AVAILABLE also
WORSHIP AT CAMPUS Christian Can
tel Sunday L... 10 45 am
Catholic 400 and 800 pm
Ptayer group Tuesday at 500
pm Please cell Campus Mimeo.
298 0204 for worship counseling
programs and study opportunities
Rev Natalie Shires Fr Bob Hayes
Br Joan Pane. Rev Noth Forn
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AUTOMOTIVE
79 PONTIAC SUNBIRO AT Tape
wog owner very clean $2300
Eves 247 3827
72 VW SUPER BEETLE sky Moe in
crec cond Only 1500 M on 6
engine Perfect
guar
000 M
body Nice interior Sunroof amp
thee AM FM co sssss rag gas
29 30 MPG 82400 or ho All

FOR SALE
CUSTOM AIRBRUSHED T shirts We
handpiont shins using your idea
design or photo We not only
draw cans & trucks we paint any
thing on anythoncin Van murals and
canvases Call RAT RIDER 140131
266 1500 4718 Mendian Ave
or Branhein Lene Alpha Beta Cen
ter San Jose
URGENT SALEI All interior furnishings
from 3.000 sq ft luxury home
Contorned designed sofa & love
seat $45000. 5 piece bedroom
suite $550 00 8 pic formal din
ong room suite cost 51675 00 Sell
5800 00 8 -ft lighted pecan well
units.
cost
51275 00
sell
$650 00 Coffee & end tables
lamps.
Can help deliver
14081238 9809

HELP WANTED
AIRLINES

HIRING’

Stews
$14 $39.000

ion.,
Worldwide, CO for Directory.
Goode
Newsletter
1 918 944
44400
BROILER COOK WWI) Lunch shift 1
yr asp prefer knowledge of lap
en.e foods also kochen
wntd dinner shift Apply in person
Okayama Rost
S J

5656 N

6t5 St

COMPUTER MKT RESEARCH Firm
High Tech math,, s
rch form
looking lor PIT person D.es in
dud.
telephone & library re
search
typing
filing
gopher
engem Good opponundir for Pm
son willing to learn Flesible hrs
send resume no cells to Gordon
David Software Acres Int 2685
Marine Way
$te
1320 Mtn
View Ca 94043
CRUISESHIPS HIRING’ $18 $30 000,
Carribeen How.i, World Call for
Guttle Directory Newsletter
1
916 944 4440
DISHWASHER WANTED’ Lunch 11 3
Moneta Sushi Japanese cuisine
8179 6th SI Call 998 9711
DRAMA
STUDENTS.
Looking
for
work, Here’s something you’ll do
well at Guaranteed sal., plus ho
mass for phone..)., Days or
evenings no ...enc. Can 354
1777 Mr Collins We want you
DRIVER WAREHOUSE To drive ugh,
ven on & around 5.1 afternoons &
Sat morn Must know area well
Clow DMV nest apposerance
55 50/hr Steady 298 4900 Mr
Jeff
EXTRA SCHOOL MONEY’ South Bay
radio research needs phone help
25305,. Mt Cell Ken eller 3
p m at 288 5400
FULL OR PART limo positions with no
none festoon growing sporting
goods ’Mg Innovetove new inn
coot For appt cell 354 2004
GRADUATE ICON TUTOR for 102 7
3ihr. wh CM Tom home 275
1075 work 067 70171995,

GREAT STUDENT JOB, Lunch bus.,
son et Fulipie Restaurant
Call
2808181. 374S 151 St
HELP

WANTED McDONALD’s
Pay
wall above mon wage all hts
avail Interviews Mon Fri 3 0 pm.
Los Gatos 358 3095

OPPORTUNITIES IN ENGN Engineers
FE/CS ’ Chem Pasch Software
unix , compilers applic Sr Tech.
R&D FS Oa Test ’ vacuum . cad
, cam, crnos chip designers Send
resume and call 971 8333 No
f.s. not an agency Hitech Asso
ciates. 33 E San Fernando St
301.S J
PARTIAL

BLIND
Student
needs
READER Teas & Thugs 31. Cell
732,8839 Kirk

SALES REPS WNTD by Solarium Co
for Trade Show 3’30 418 Flea
hrs Excel commission Seery
Ongotng pos possible Math Bus
and Env So, Students call 257
3820 for more info
SECRETARY PIT personable well toga
nosed indc with good phone men
min. typing and clerical skills
15ohr to stan Flea hrs Cell John
at 993 0211 or 249 8972 for
opt
SECRETARY WANTED! Pen time with
good phone vows Flexible hrs
$5/hr Call 732 4443
STUDENT TO ASSIST in teaching reed
ing up to 16 hrs wit Must be
a.. reeds, and avail Mon Thurs
from 3 7 pm 54 50/5, Cupertino
area Call Mr Spencer 257 1809
after noon
THE OLD SPAGHETTI FACTORY hes
Mort time lobs evelleble days or
evenings

Apply in person be
tyre. 9 10 30
24 on Monday
thru Friday and afternoon on Sat
Sun 51 North San Pedro
TOGO S 900 N FIRST ST has port
time canner and sandwich making
positions eyed Apply now
$12hr

ATTRACTIVE woman wanted
to modal for eon.. photogra
pher Call Chris at 998-0503

HOUSING
DONNER LAKE CABIN, 3 bdrm
2
bath completely modern $450
week or $275!woeltend 374
9491

PERSONALS
BE LEGALLY ORDAINED
free cre
denlials look,e your right to the
title
Reverend
Write
World
Chrosuanshop 1818 S
Clo
vie Cs 93612
LOOKING FOR A Female companion to
form friendship and to live with a
cerebral paisay man Call Bro.
sher 5p m al 298 2308
MALE STUDENT 20 seeks same for
Mendship fun Ertl. tennis &
...tong Write Bosholder P0
Box 642 Serino. Ca 95071
PREGNANT, Someone Car.
BIRTHRIGHT will help you get
froto pregnancy teat find doctor
Moon financial aid Ilnd place lot
you to stan continue your school
ing If you sore pregnant and need
hell, You will find someone to listen
and help et BIRTHRIGHT Cell us
day or ought 241 8444 Confi
dent. Help with Dignity

SERVICES
BARE IT ALL, Stop shaving waxing
tweezing or using chemical deo+
tortes Lin me permanently remove
your unwanted hair (chin bikini
tummy MOUlitChe etc I 15 per
cent discount to students and far
Lolly Cell before June 1 1984 and
OM you, let ape, at 1 2 Price
"Unwanted Hair Disappears With
My Care " Gwen Chalgron R E
559,3500 1645 S Bascom Ave
C "Han Today Gone Tomorrow’

env.. rumoring evadable
295 6066

2050

FUTONS comb00 handcrafted from 3
8 layers of the finest 100% col
Ion thearnsweel futons are aven
able on
variety of sires and col
ors

Also

frames

pillows

end

covets of ohs strme fine ouch. al
affordable prices
Student Ms
counts
DREAMSWEET
458
9710 298 4183
INVITATIONS & CERTIFICATES for all
oCCaSiOnf and all budgets Celli
grephy ...pecan. For Free Esti
males Cell
Invitations
Inc 408/288 3444
LET BY GEORGE I Create a new you
Full service salon Open 24 ms by
appt Free consultations I 279
4611
LOOKING FOR A WEDDING photogr
mph& r If there were or way you
could hew,, fent/mho time et your
wedding and .11 gat netionsl
awerd winnong photography you
would rosno on know more show II
wouldn t no,il For the pest
seven years John Paulson s Pho
lography has been doing lust that
for many cotook. Perhaps we con
do the same fog you, Please cell
John Paulson Photography 448
2388
MONTE ALBAN MEDICAL Clinic is pro
viding free meg test end Pep
smears A low cost bilongual Spsn
id, speakong clinic off enng a hill
renge Other services at reason.
ble fee are OB,GYN abortion full
term pronetal care podiarri, care

2193

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY or all your
typing needs
reportS resumes
theses profession& quality fast
and
accurate
LOW
RATES
Ill 25,pg double spaced,
Re
sumes from 55 00 Call Peon al
247 2681 Located m Sente Clete

TYPING
ABSOLUTELY
ACCURATE
TYPING
that’s tope
Trust Tony. 296
2087 IBM Selectric Available 7
days weekly All work guaranteed

Preparation

Group and or

freeway Coll Nancy at 866 2458

rotes Near 280 in Sunnyvale Call
730 8969

also come in and use our computer
to type papers resumes elc 3
terminals
evaol
Special
offer
6300 pot hr & 151 FREE wool, IN
3 hr rental Open weekends and
evenings

rates Phone 269 8874
TYPING

PAPER DUE’ Don t type
Don’t worry Emergency’s are my
specoelny Cell Mrs Ryon for guar
snored professional results APA
Turaboan or any other format
S1 50 per page double spaced
252 6863

WORDSWORTH
in
SUNNYVALE
Word Processing letter quality
service for moons etc Resume
cover tenant call include address
merging Reach prospective em
plover s desks el footlessly Conon
ucos form letterhead queloty

WHEN YOU NEED won/ processing
you want Mernell Enterpnee You
get speedy return plus the WPM*.
on accuracy and sum& quell. 20

& envelopes and various We
styles available Faso and ecc s
tumeround Upgrade your written
work w class 14081 245 1049

mono.a west of campus Reach us

Sane very cheap rotes plus 10%
off your NS? service,

Advertise
for less
in the Daily

mator style manuals In Mounlain
View with easy access from High
only. 280 and 101
Klein (4151987 0792

Connie &

MASTERPIECE TYPING for that Pettit.
Paper’ Profeesional work gun
ante.
Theses
Resumes
and
Legal on IBM Selectric Proolre.
0,0 grommet end spelling ion

Ad Rates

Print Your Ad Here

Minimum free lines ao one day

Fora
Day
Id 36
15115
1,5 ’6
55 45

learstan Rom IAIllenal

ssss

Fly@
Days
54 Sc
1520
$590
$860

Each
Ione
Day
I NO
6 95
II 10
11 75

I
I

1

I

I

I

I

aPP,orornaferv 30 into,, and spares tra ci,n
I
I

I

o

1

lid

;.,

/

11

P.11 Na,,,.’

10 14 Lines 155 00
Lines $70 00

15 PIUS
Addle.

Ron 271am
Coy & Sten.

11,

Ent Intro,
Calla Clyssasatain

faience, The Math 1051r101e offers
help in the form of 3 and or 6 hour

ELME

word pro

WORD PROC TYPING & Copier sere
ice convenoent location Carole
294 7777 0, 280 1000 You cen

INTELLIGENT TYPING knit.. lyping
&bong servoce
specializong ill
acedemn work
Familiar
with

AMPARA S EXPERIENCED Word Pro
riming Typing Services All hinds
727 4998
14151
989 4491
Scotl Blvd & San Tomas Expwy

’19 Imes 84000

1 000

We special.. in resumes term pa
pets thesis mailing labels & repo
Move le
, Call ICS et 292
8481 for an appointment, We

ACCURATE TYPING that’s fast end de
pendable IBM correcting *electric
Work guaranteed Cell Renee al
978 1445

three
Days
SO 15
54 05
6555
S625
5 70

DHL

INNOVATIVE COMPUTER SERVICES,.
located right across the street
from SJSU for your convenience’

Typong Contest Located near San
Jose Flee Merkel Lookong forward
oo working Will, you Off hrs
8 30 5 30 M F Available eve .5
Mon. by request Call Jane 251
5942

One
Two
Day.
Day
t hoes 6.1 ro3 $380
.1 I dors 93110 14 50
$4 50 1521!
!,
f, inns $S 20 55 90
f"Ii 11.1.horml 11110 Add

antaild

TYPING SERVICE Resumes term pa
pets charts graphs Transcnp
non too, Fast accurote student

Jeannie 274 1975

span... and manuscripts. win
1982 San Jose Regions’

net of

1661 Burdett. Dr St D S J

intensive. Overcoming Math Ant
ie. Arithmetic for Adults Basic
Algehia
Geometry
MST or

cos.. IBM correcting selectric
medical and tape transcription
ICampbell areel Easy access off

TYPING THESIS. Term pane.. mc
Experienced end fast. reasoneble

HELLO STUDENTS. I’m back again to
type you, papers se the same ex
ceNent quality end same low price,
51 a double spaced pg and one
ribbiln for papers 5 pgs or more

ports. etc Sunny... 736 8910
ACCURATE TYPING SERVICE Pro all
wont guaiacleed Specialitong in
r sssss ch papers. moons. APA
format thesis lyping gen cone

pre mongol es.ms personal imury
cc., physical thetacy and much
more Coll now 408 274 2231
Open 900
700 plc FAci" F"
MOVE THROUGH LIFE synh Meth Con

TERM PAPERS THESES RESUMES or
!NI your typing needs Call Perfect
Imp le
ions
996 3333
Stu
dent ssss Located in Campbell

HAYMOND & TYSON Secretarial Sera
ice Fast accurate prof typing
IBM Select. 11 Can Sharon at
926 9224

TYPING
Fest
depend
able. conscientious Experienced
in typing term papers, thesis re

CALL LINDA for prolonstonel lnpmng
-word processing
11 50’page
(double spaced plc. type} 10 day
free disk store. Carotene tran
st notion sysileble Neer Almaden

Typing
WORD
PROCESSING
SI 50 page 10 sssss mop
lest
turn around
Satisfaction guar

nes, San Tomas ang Monroe

ACCURATE

at 241 0503
WORD PROCESSING The uttimete
professoonal typing
Guaranteed
error free Reasonable
student
sssss Pick up and delivery avail
able Call Cody at 274 5800

Marcies tve
ing 18M Selac,tic III Prompo new
accurate
II 25,page
!double
spaced plc& 739 0715

SUNNYVALEiVALLCO

EASYTYPE SECRETARIAL SERVICE
Reports theses resumes bus,
ness letters
Word processing
available Fast and eccurete cell
249 0412

PHOTOGRAPHY’ Excep
non& quality and reliable setvice
doesn o heye lo he ...soy. For
complete coverage at very affords
bie
call anyoome TANA T
SUNG
PHOTOGRAPHY
377

Neer

QUALITY TYPING Service Neer SJSU
Term papers resumes and moons
Faet and accurst. Low rates Call
971.9315

TERM PAPERS thaws resumes for all
your typing needs caN Perfect Irn
passions
996-3333
student
rates Located., Campbell

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY et roes*.
Me rates You keep the negatiwes
Ca1114081252 4283

FREE 2 MINUTE PREGNANCY TEST
Introduce yourself to our proles
soonal friendly low cost health
care Sersocert We hove a full range
of 08/GYN (including fern,Iy plan
rung end abortoon), family medo
cone and a psychotherapy depart
onent We re booted right around
the comer from SJSU at 15111
Until Clare Stteets Cell Women s

movements upon request
SJSU Renree at 287.6050

CAROL’S TYPING, Prof gunklo fast
turnover
IBM It & ’,ensue
$1 40,pg Cr...Plough
978

slide process by Kodak Discount
Camera Sales. 451 So 4th St .
S J 275 9649

WEDDING

Communety Clinic Inc at 287
4090 tot information end or sp
pointrnents Bring this ail for a hce
pregnancy nest

Expwy
& Branham in
Guar
anteed quick return on ell papers
Phone 264 4504

RENTAL OKRM 34 par ht inc chemi
cals di dry mount press Cell for
spot 95 daily. 10 I Sat We spe
cialose
dkrm supplies. featuring
Kodak. Ilford Onentalauder 1 day

CLINIC’
Unwanted
heir removed forever by a moles
&oriel R E Cantu/emus, By ap
poontment only call 197 7486
355 5 Baywood Ave San Jose
loll Stevens Creek 81vd I

ELECTROLYSIS

14081

SEND 1011.1 5101111050111
iiru,

AutOrricil.w.

PPI101.111

Housing
For Sal,’
ypino

BMW",

Days

Pleabblid Oak laraltil Pada HMIS

Oa Ca. tO
SP110155 DAIL N. CLASSIFIEDS
Seen Jo3n Siete Unmet.,r,
S. Jose California 9519/

Deadione Two days Po., to Pol....on
Consacutiy public anon d111 oral,
No refunds on cancelled ads
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Satanist -turned-pastor tells ghostly story
By Melissa Calvo
To many people, the devil is an
evil spirit that they can only comprehend by the horror movies
they’ve seen. But for Russ Colombe,
the name only conjures up terrifying
images of a real spirit he once
worshiped.
Colombe is an ex -Satanist, a
person who had worshipped Satan.
and practiced witchcraft and spell cast ing .
He is now a born-again Christian and the pastor of a small church
in Watsonville called the Aletheia
"Truth" of Evangelism. He got involved with Satanism about 10 years
ago.
He spoke to students at at the
Student Union Almaden Room at 7
p.m., Tuesday about his experiences
with Satanism and Christianity. The
lecture was sponsored by the Baptist Student Union.
"It’s very fearful You can’t

only way he could describe it was.
"We had a daily intimacy and went
out like good friends do, but one day
he (the spirit) said, ’I’m going to
blow your brains out.’
"All things should be put
through the test," he said. " These
people (Satanists) aren’t blind.
They know what they’re doing. They
have their own plan, but so does
God," he said.

Ex-devil worshipper is ’born again’ after fearful past
imagine it," Colombe said. He was
working with patients at Stanford
Medical Center, when he brought a
woman patient home to live with
him and his family.
"A Satanist came to live with
us," he said. "I was enveloped in a
short period of time and it wasn’t
long before I learned witchcraft and
spells."
The Satanist was his guide into
the "spriritual organization of darkness" until he said, "She was
killed."
Colombe did not want to go into
many details of his ordeal because
"It’s something I would be afraid to
tell you. It was very similar to ’The
Exorcist ’ Objects would fly. doors

would close," he said.
After the death of the woman,
another person was brought in, Colombe said.
He explained to the roomful of
attentive students he learned to get
in touch with a spirit. The spirit
helped him to do things such as levitate, move objects across the room
and "I was invisible when I wanted
to be," he said.
"I was disdained because the
spirit was in me," said Colombe.
"the supernatural was so turbulent.
I wasn’t sure what was reality."
It took two years for him to get
out of Satanism, but he said that it
was like getting out of a pig pen.
"There’s still mud on you.

Makin’ music

"There was a real terror involved," Colombe said. "They ( the
spirits) would attack me in any
darkness, so I slept with the lights
on.
"I was so scared. I wouldn’t go
to the bathroom alone," he said.
Colombe said that there was absolutely no way to get himself out of
this possession.
"The thing with Satanists is
they can keep things together," he
said. "There is a real dedication involved and the people are active.
They are designed to do one thing
destroy Christians so that they become powerless," he said.
There is a universal and local
organization of Satanists, said Colombe.
He also said the symbols and the
32 degrees of hierarchy in the Freemason’s organization are similar to

those of Satan’s "organization."
Those in the lower ranks are deceived and those in the higher ranks
are told the secret, Colombe said.
Colombe also told about his duties as a Satanist. He would go to
Christian organization meetings and
attack them verbally. By wearing
them down in their belief in God, he
was winning for Satan, he said."I
could sense when you were afraid."
He said that he advises Christians to beware. "You’d better be
strong in your faith and stand on the
promises of God," he said.
"They (Satanists) are well versed on the scripture, more than
the normal person," said Colombe.
"Satan takes many disguises. If you
think Satan is so simple, you need to
study."
He said that he did feel affection
for his Satanic spirit, but that the

"Spiritual power manifests ’itself in different ways," he said. "In
Satanism, the demons possess you;
your own emotions are mixed with
their’s so you won’t have control. In
Christianity, the spirits are subject
to their subjects," he said.
Colombe said he sought help
from clergymen of several denominations, but only a Jehovah’s witness wouuld help.
"I never knew where the power
was in Jesus Christ," he said.
"Turning to him, it was the only
way."

U.S., Soviets in sea mishap
WASHINGTON (AP) The 80,000 ton U.S. Navy air- accompanied by a Kara class cruiser, said sources who
craft carrier Kitty Hawk and a nuclear powered Soviet
spoke on condition they remain anonymous.
submarine collided before dawn in the Sea of Japan yes"The Kitty Hawk initially reports no apparent damterday, the Pentagon announced.
age or personnel injuries," Leeder said.
There was no apparent damage to either ship or any
Other officials said a helicopter sent out from the
U.S. casualties.
Kitty Hawk reported seeing no serious damage to the subPentagon officials blamed the submarine, described
marine. A U.S. warship was sent to offer help, but this
by Navy sources as a 5,200-ton boat of the Victor 1 class,
offer was rejected, officials said.
for the collision. They said the sub was traveling without
The Kitty Hawk, which was described as traveling at
navigation lights and that the huge carrier "shuddered"
15 knots at the time of the collision, was continuing operawhen struck.
tions at sea, officials said.
The incident occurred about 8 a.m. EST yesterday,
The scene of the collision was about 150 miles east ol
said Navy Cmdr. Fred Leeder.
the South Korean coast, officials said.
At the White House, spokesman Larry Speakes said
President Reagan had been briefed on the collision.
The incident occurred while the Kitty Hawk was maneuvering in the southern Sea of Japan during exercise
Team Spirit ’84, a joint U.S.-South Korean war game. the
Pentagon said.
Details were skimpy,
but one Navy official said
that "we think the submarine hit the Kitty Hawk apparently as the sub was
coming up through the
sea."
At last report, the submarine was reported heading north in the general direction of the Soviet naval
base at Vladivostok in the
Soviet Union.
Traveling at a slow 5
knots, the submarine was

ADVERTISE’

ADVERTISE

Thomas Hurds

Greg Thompson, (left), Tony Bolivar and
Kimberly Cook take advantage of the

balmy weather to rehearse for Monday’s
recital that features Bolivar on saxaphone,

Mondale, Hart divide office duo
LOS ANGELES ( AP ) It’s been a cozy campaign so
far in California for the Democratic nomination for president, since the state chairmen for former Vice President
Walter Mondale and U.S. Sen. Gary Hart are law partners.
So far, neither campaign has an office or paid staff in
California, so Mondale chairman Mickey Kantor. 44. and
Hart chairman John Emerson, 30, are operating the rival
campaigns out of their law office.
That means they have the same address, and you can
reach them at the same phone number, although they do
have separate extensions.
Until the two campaigns open state offices in a few
days for the June 5 California primary, their headquarters are about 75 feet apart on the ninth floor of a modern
west Los Angeles office building.
But the ties between the two campaigns go beyond
their physical proximity.
Mondale chairman Kantor started out in politics
working for Hart in 1972, when the Colorado senator was
manager of George McGovern’s presidential campaign
and Kantor was staff coordinator for vice presidential
running mate Sargent Shriver

And Emerson. in his two previous campaigns, has
been an aide to Kantor.
Today, they are both among 39 partners in the firm of
Manatt. Phelps, Rothenberg and Tunney. The Manatt in
that firm is Democratic National Chairman Charles T.
Manatt, and the Tunney is former U.S. Sen. John V. Tunney.

State Assembly Minority Leader 1
ROBERT NAYLOR
FRIDAY, March 23

Bug Problems?

12:00pm-1:00pm

BACK AGAIN!

Student
Amphitheater
Volkswagen Special
I. Tune up
2. Arhus! sakes

ewe.

questions and
answers

(Gni(’ All Semester)
All For

1.1117*
\-- .----

_

Sponsored by SJSU College Republicans

3. Check 1"11111pf
4. Sell timing
5 Adjust arborao
0
n I
Change oil
7 3 quarts of oil
8. Lubrication
9. Adjust brakes
Offer good for:
Pre1972 Busses. all boys
10 Brake fluid
Karmen (Mom. Fastbacks.
Ii Transmission fluid.add
nret4v k
I 2 Batters flu.d.add

y $25
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GRANDE PIZZERIA
$100

Pitcher of’ Beer
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with any size pizza
One Coupon Per Purchase
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(By Mens Gym)
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THE BIGGEST AND BEST
BA:
COMPUTER EVENT IS
P’ This is THE computer show
with everything for home, business
,and profesasonal users.

\\.

ems

ALL WORK GUARANTEED
.COUPON

’

4.

11th & San Carlos
294-1562

Sortie Great I ornate,

0

$

eatVaii6

,=M

Name any foreign car sold in the U.S.
... we’ve got parts for it!
We carry the real thing Vera Imported Parts, the
E.M.
quality park that are made a here the cars are made. So if you
a ant the right part to keep that car performing at its hest, call us.
You’ll like «unwires, too!

Stop in and see our monthly specials
Student Discount Ca rd A v a ila ble !
493 S. FIRST ST., S.J. 998-5060 I 9 OTHER LOCATIONS

(117
March 22-25, 1984
Civic Auditorium & Brooks Hall
San Francisco

CONFERENCE PROGRAM
Comprehensive educational for
urns which are timely. relevant
and informative will feature Over
700 induStry and User COnahunrly
speakers
Whether you IP a first for, buyer
or sophisticated computer user
the Computer Fade Conference
Program will ha you Our, ever y
lhonglhat 5 happening or about
lIi happen with computers

120 00 buys all tour day, With So
much happerrong you it want to
spend more Man one day at the
f airs f Ns one low price includes
ailmdtance to all conference
programs
EXHISHORS
Over 300 mihibelors onCludrog
mato, computer manufacturers
will present the latest nt nerd
ware software and sery,ces

SHOW HOURS
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

$12 day $20tell four days

The one computer event you can’t afford to miss.
.nt ...vs ,
, unto. 4.011.1.01 CM Id ’11
4,11.

11 00 - 7 00
7030-600
1030-600
7030-500
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Class acts in the Bay Area
(NTURTANEUR) noun An artEntertainer
s/entertainment supplement to the Spartan Daily consisting of reviews, interviews, previews, and other assorted views.
Try as we may, the Entertainer doesn’t cover, or
even mention, all of the entertainment activities in the
area. This is mainly due to two factors: Lack of space
and low interest.

Eric Hermstad
Entertainer Editor

This week’s column is (mostly) devoted to upcoming "sophisticated" entertainment. These events are
not covered in every issue, and some have only been
mentioned once or twice in previous semesters of Entertainers.
So, without further ado...
*ART*
At the San Jose Museum of Art (110 S. Market St.)
this month, "traditional crafts of Saudi Arabia" can be
viewed in the main gallery. The exhibition opens today
and runs until May 27.
The Rosicrucian Art Gallery (1342 Naglee Ave.) is
featuring Geoffrey Chandler’s "acrylic airbrush spacescapes." What a concept! This out-of-this-world exhibit
runs until April Fools’ Day.
The Triton Museum of Art (1505 Warburton Ave.,
Santa Clara) is exhibiting "Crime and Punishment"
tint!’ tpril I. The show features the work of 65 contemporar, American artists responding to rising urban violence.
The three exhibits are totally lacking admission
fees.
*THEATER*
TheaterWest (50 University Ave., Los Gatos) is performing "Whodunnit" until March 31. This ’30s murdermystery even comes complete with the butler.
San Jose Repertory Company’s latest is "In And

Out of Love . . . Again," which tells the tale of two couples who meet, fall in love, separate, and get back together. The cabaret project starts Friday and runs until
April 7 at 3745. 1st St.
For something completely different, The Opry
House (21350 Almaden Rd., San Jose) is performing
"The Fatal Deed" or "Who Killed My Mothers" until
the end of March. Dinner is available before all shows.
The Star Players (Carriage House Theater, Montalvo Rd., Saratoga) is presenting the Tony award winning play "DA." The production runs until March 31.
WORKS/San Jose presents Morgan O’Hara’s oneperson show, "Time, Space, Knowledge," until March
31. The production is a combination of visual portraits
and her work set to music, in collaboration with composer/violinist Malcolm Goldstein. WORKS is located at
248 Auzerais Ave., at Vine St.
*MUSIC*
The Saratoga Chamber Orchestra is playing J.S.
Bach’s "Brandenberg Concerto No. 1" on Saturday
Night, because Bach is dead and cannot play it as well
as he used to. The program will be performed at West hope Presbyterian Church, 12850 Saratoga Ave., Saratoga.
The Center for the Performing Arts (255 Almaden
Blvd., San Jose.) presents "A Time to Remember." featuring The Four Freshmen. Ink Spots, and The Four
Aces sometime onSaturday afternoon.
In a totally different musical vein, The Blue Survivors are playing Saturday night at Mountain Charlie’s
in Los Gatos. If your blood runs more British (or "British Invasion") Back Alive plays tonight at the Pub.
However, if you’re more of a couch-potato, you can
vegetate in front of KQED’s "ART NOTES Bay Area
Music Archives" in its premiere tonight. The 7:55 p.m.
show (channel 9) will visit the rock museum, where San
Francisco’s "Golden Age of Rock" is captured and put
on display.
Lastly, the "Elvis Now, Fan Club Festival" is invading the Santa Clara County Expo Center (344 Tully
Rd., San Jose) on Sunday. Between 10 a.m. and 7 p.m.,
there will be live music and sales of albums, T-shirts,
and souvenirs. (Fainting girls optional.)
* * *
Of course, I couldn’t possibly hope to cover all the
"sophisticated" entertainment in the South Bay, but
here is a small sampling of what’s happening this week.
Maybe some other week I’ll cover the "unsophisticated" angle . .
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I-WM(4i Ford, guitarist of many styles,
heads the Charles Ford Band at the Catalyst in Santa Cruz. Story on pages 4 and 5.

Club action
SPARTAN PUB Tonight: Back Alive. Friday: Skydancer.
COUNTRY
THE
STORE, 157W. El Camino
Real, Sunnyvale Today:
Eddie and the Tide/Chaser. Friday, Saturday: Papa Doo Run Run/Back Alive.
FARGOS, 2540 California St., Mountain View
Today: Joe Sharino.
Friday, Saturday: Renegade. Sunday: Professor
Plum’s Dixieland Jazz
Band.
JD’s LARIAT, 93 S.
Central Ave., Campbell
Thursday, Friday, Saturday: Laser Boy.
KEYSTONE
BERKELEY. 2119 University
Ave., Berkeley Friday:
Dwight Twilley. Saturday: The Three O’Clock/Rain Parade.
KEYSTONE
PALO
ALTO, 260 California
Ave., Palo Alto
Today:
The Three O’Clock/Rain
Parade/Weird
Scenes.
Friday: Ronnie Montrose/Sequence.
Saturday:
Eddie and the Tide/Parx
annde Rek/Andy Just and
the Defenders. Sunday:
Dwight Twilley.
THE STONE, 412
Broadway, San Francisco
- Today: Roadrunner.
F’riday:
The
Three
((’Clock/Rain Parade/Whi testagg.
Saturday:
Dwight
Twilley/Devon
LaCrosse.
THE
CATALYST,
Santa Cruz
Today:
Pearl Divers/Holy Sisters
of the Ga Ga Da Da/Jane.
Friday: Rush Hour/Soul
What. Saturday: Special
Fun/Rhythmical.
NILES
STATION,
17501 Niles Blvd., Fremont
Today: The
Jimmy Lyons Band. Fri
lay: Wildfire. Saturday:
Redline. Sunday: Comedy

letter

with Billy Jaye. Wednesday: Ron Thompson 8/
The Resistors.
THE GREAT AMERICAN MUSIC HALL, 859
O’Farrell St., San FranToday: The
cisco
Charles Ford Band. Friday: Free Flight.
WOLFGANG’S,
901
Columbus Ave., San Francisco
Today: Jack
Mack & The Heart Attack /Ron Thompson & The
Resistors/Mud Dogs. Friday: Tower Of Power
Wednesday: Yellowman/Crucial Reggae Video.
/Doug Wendt.
THE PUNCH LINE. 7
Maritime
Plaza.
San
Francisco
Today, Fri
day, and Saturday: Hill
Maher/Rick
Reynolds.
/Ross Shafer. Wednesday: Dr. Gonzo/Steve
Barkley.
THE LAST DAY SALOON, 406 Clement St..
Today:
San Francisco
Barry (The Fish) Melton.
Friday: The Dynatones.
Saturday: Norton Buffalo. Sunday: Pacific
Brass & Electric.
BERKELEY
SQUARE, 1333 University
Ave., Berkeley Saturday: Voice Print/Aquaveets. Tuesday: Secret 7
Wednesday: Baby Buddha/The Secret Sons ol
the
Pope/Monkey.
Rhythm.
ESSEX JUNCTION.
510 El Paseo De Saratoga.
Today, FriSan Jose
day, Saturday: Beyond.
JOSHUAS, 4400 Stevens Creek Blvd., San
Tuesday: Red
Jose
Line. Wednesday: Night
Vision.
WAR FIELD
THEATRE, San Francisco
Friday: John
Denver.

Entertaininent-related letters are welcome
Your criticism, questions, suggestions and compliments are encouraged.
All letters must bear the writer’s name, signa
lure, major, phone number and class standing.
Letters can he dropped off at the Spartan Daily
upstairs in Dwight Flentel Hall or the Student Union
Information Desk.
The Spartan Daily reserves the right to edit stories for libel, length, grammar and good taste.
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Don’t check into ’Hotel New Hampshire’
By Cindy Roberts
Perhaps the success of The World According To
Garp" made Hollywood believe another movie from a
John Irving novel would be a similar success. Wrong.
It’s too bad, but everyone involved in this production of "The Hotel New Hampshire" should have known
that the project was doomed from the start. In order to
do the book justice, something along the lines of a miniseries or perhaps a movie of just the first few chapters is
called for.
As it stands, this movie comes off like a loaf of bread
stuffed into a sandwich bag
there is simply too much
there to be contained in a two-hour movie.
The film is filled with Irving’s usual collection of delightful misfits a son named Egg, Lilly, a daughter
who "won’t grow", a son, John, who is in love with his
own sister, Franny, who will try anything once; a homosexual son, Frank who is into taxidermy, and the terminally flatulant dog, Sorrow.
The book allows you to become slowly drawn to
these people and their eccentricities. You grow to love
and care about what happens to them.
In the movie, there is no time for the audience to get
to know the characters. They’re thrown in your face and
come off more like circus freaks than human beings.
Strike one

them make a lot of sense
Suddenly the family is moving to Vienna, Lilly is
writings best-seller, and Franny and John are in bed together. Director Tony Richardson’s screen play has its
entertaining and humorous moments, but it barely
scratches the surface of the story. Strike three.
Other than Foster’s wasted performance, all other
actors do very credible jobs. Rob Lowe turns in a surprisingly sensitive performance as John, the shy, horny
narrator of the story.

Beau Bridges is good as the father of the eccentric
brood, but it’s too bad we don’t get to know him better.
Like the rest of his family, he’s just another cartoon
character.
Director Tony Richardson’s screen play has its entertaining and humorous moments, but it never does
more than scratch the surface. The final verdict is: if
you’ve read the book, you’ll probably be disappointed,
and if you haven’t read the book, you’ll be confused, but
probably have a few laughs.

Garner’s ’Tank’ rolls to a dead stop
By Ken Leiser
James Garner’s latest film, "Tank," is a 10-ton
joke.
Picture this: Garner as a crusty, old-fashioned,
hee-hawing, good ol’ boy army officer who just happens to own a WWII Sherman Tank.
Doesn’t everyone?
How sad it is to see Garner best known as the
smooth-talking Jim Rockford of "Rockford Files"
relegated to the role of a drawling country bumpkin.
And if you thought that was bad, what about
Shirley Jones as his hard-nosed, potty -mouthed
wife? After all, Jones once headed the wholesome
Partridge household.
Casting aside, "Tank" also suffers from a split
personality. The first half follows a well-constructed, but familiar storyline. The second half
turns into an iron-clad "Smokey and the Bandit."
Vroom, smash, crunch.
Sergeant Major Zack Carey (played by Garner)
arrives with his family at a Georgia military installation. He boasts that it will be his last hurrah before
his eventual retirement.
One night, Carey decides the base’s officers’
club is too loud and heads for a local bar. There, he
meets a 20-year-old prostitute (played by Jenilee
Harrison of "Three’s Company" ).
While engaging in a few innocent drinks with
Carey, a local deputy proceeds to slap the prostitute
around the tavern. Carey responds to this act of unnecessary violence by beating the scrawny deputy to
a pulp.
Little does Carey know that the sheriff of the
one-horse town is a corrupt and vengeful lawman.
The sheriff responds to this "humiliation" by arresting Carev’s son on trumped-up drug charges. After

Hollywood sexpots Jodie Foster and Natassia Kinski Star in ’Hotel New Hampshire.’
Jodie Foster’s Franny is absolutely terrible, The
character Franny must be totally irresistible. Men.
they can’t help it
women, everyone loves Franny
She’s beautiful, intelligent, quick, courageous and inquiring. Everyone is addicted to her.
In the book, it’s perfectly natural for her brother
John to be in love with her. Who isn’t? Foster has destroyed this plum role.
Jodie Foster is a lot of things, but "sensuous" isn’t
one of them. She’s turned Franny into an overweight
smart -ass who swears a lot, and that’s it. For heaven’s
sake, she gets gang-raped by high school boys and you
don’t even feel sorry for her. That’s pretty bad. Strike
two.
Because it’s trying to show everything, the movie
comes off as an empty shell of action. None of the mans
"why’s" are answered. There’s no time.
What are well -thought-out decisions and solutions in
the book are simply whims in the movie, and none of

the boy is beaten and sent to a work farm. Carey
sees no alternative but to fight back.
How? Why, the tank, of course.
The following includes an overly-dramatic
scene in which Carey boards his vessel and sets out
in slow motion. Yawn.
After turning the local jailhouse to a heap of rubble and twisted metal, Carey and the prostitute
who now has no place to go set out to rescue the
boy. The rescue is a complete success and all should
live happily ever after Wrong.
The three become hunted fugitives and, alas, the
last 50 minutes are nothing but an all-too-familiar
chase scene complete with County Mounties and a
vengeful sheriff.
Crunch, whir, grind.
The three must then leave the state in order to
receive a fair trial in neighboring Tennessee.
"Tank" begins to leave the audience in its tracks
soon after Garner breaks some ribs trying to make
repairs. (This is about the same time Jones mysteriously loses her southern accent.)
It is then left up to the 16-year-old son to drive
them to safety. This scene is totally cornball, complete with Mayberry-like phrases like. "Nobody’s
gonna hurt my pa."
Ping, sputter.
Unfortunately, the tank ( and the movie) gets
stuck in some mud just short of the border. Just
then, some good-natured Hell’s Angels (did I just
write that?) save the day by attaching a telephone
cable to the tank and pulling it to safety.
Perhaps Garner should just stick to pacing the
sidelines at Raider games if this is the only role he
can get.
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Ford musicianship all in the fa
Playing the blues conies naturally to brothers Robben, Mark
In a dingy upstairs room at the Catalyst in
Santa Cruz, Mark Ford sits slumped in a straight back chair. Sweat drips from his forehead as he
grabs a Budweiser.
The night is just beginning for Ford, even
appropriately dubbed "The
though his band
Mark Ford Band" has just given the crowd of
about 250 people an hour-and-a -half of ultra-kinetic
jazz-rock-blues-pop and anything else you might
want to throw in.
Later, Ford would join his brothers, renowned
guitarist Robben Ford and drummer Pat, for a
show of almost pure blues. But now, between sets,
Ford concentrates on his band.
"We used to play some real crazy shit," he says
about the early days of the band. "Our first show,
we played Steppenwolf’s ’Born to be Wild.’ We
started out to have fun and to put together a one-set
show and as we went along, we started sounding
good."
The Mark Ford Band is a seven-member coalition of blues-jazz players originating mainly
through contacts current members had. Ford had
worked with drummer Brett Jackson and saxophonist-extraordinaire Ken Baker in the Los Angeles area before hooking up with his current lineup.
With Garth Webber handling most of the Larry
Carletonesque guitar work, Ukiah resident Tim
Sheridan on bass, guitarist Jerry Cortez and keyboardist James Page, Ford and the band are
looking to the future with the panache of an inexperienced garage band, but with the talent of seasoned pro’s.
"For awhile we played every club around, any
club we could get into," Ford explains.
Now he is looking toward touring overseas and
recording. At 30 the looks 231, he is the youngest of
the Ford brothers.
Ford is no flash-in-the-pan, though, with illusory hopes of fame. For him, the philosophy is only
to play the larger gigs, which are not as plentiful as
the mediocre club dates. Ford and his band aren’t
worried, as well they shouldn’t be, if last Friday

night’s show was any indication of things to come.
Displaying virtuosity on all levels, Ford’s band
moved through jazz, rock, reggae and blues originals with an honest passion for the music no matter
what style it was.
But it was on harmonica that Ford’s talent
shone. Crouching, he pumped out solos that would
embarrass most rock-blues harpists. This wasn’t
the traditional Molly Hatchet, boogie-blues sound
emanating from the instrument.
Ford wrestled with it using his entire body.
Passages seemed to start from the middle of where
they normally would, then led to a dynamic range
of high’s and low’s. Jazz pentatonics non-withstanding, he would then break into off-beat dissonance
that eventually led to an almost bizarre Adrian
Belew, guitar-type sound.
Ford’s energy was infectious and his band was
up to the task of matching it. It moved through originals "I Don’t Need to Know" and "Is it a Dream"
before Saxophonist Ken Baker took charge.
Standing solo in the spotlight, Baker glided
through a slow, bluesy introduction to "Action
Love" as if he had been standing on street corners
all his life, playing his tale of woe.
The song progressed into a slow funk, with
Baker supplying a Wayne Shorter style-line to complement Garth’s tasty guitar phrasing. At times, an
all-too-L.A. slickness emerged and the vocals were
competent, yet not distinctive.
But the gutsiness of Baker and Ford supplied
the beef missing from most L.A. studio bands, and
added a dynamism to the sound.
On the next two songs, the music became more
homogenized, and guitarist Jerry Cortez showed off
his pop sensibilities, adding a balance to Webber’s
fusion-rock phrasing. A reggae number followed,
probably the disappointment of the performance,
for Page’s piano was undermixed and virtually lost.
Two more fusion-pop numbers later
again
Cortez showed he can be artistic and possess bite at
the same time
and the band concluded with
"Bonnie Come Home."
The performance was electric. The song came

Guitar virtuoso Itohben Ford flashes a ist has toured w itli such
musical notables
smile to the Catalyst crowd. The guitar- Joni Mitchell and
Michael MacDonald.
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and working v
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cent being Mid
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the
instrument,
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area. In the nu
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ence for the moment was all his.
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’Nuts’ withstands the trials of insanity
By Patty Kamysz
"Nuts," the San Jose Repertory Company’s fourth
play of this season, is anything but.
Playwright Tom Topor and director Peter Buckley
have assembled a compelling, very sane drama about a
woman who faces time in a psychiatric ward instead of
standing trial on a manslaughter charge.
Christianne Hauber plays Claudia Faith Draper, a
cynical, abusive woman and prostitute who has murdered a client. She is sent to Bellevue Hospital and
deemed a paranoid schizophrenic who needs lots of help
and thorazine instead of a trial, She challenges the decision.
"Nuts" covers the sanity hearing from typical psychiatric evaluation beginning to the stunning end. And it
will drive you crazy first because the testimony drags
on with some inappropriate humor and sloppy confessions from Draper’s mother and stepfather, but later because Draper erupts, spewing forth meaty accusations
against the people of the courtroom who are so willing to
tag her insane.
At this point, she’s hot, she’s gripping and she’ll
make you think twice about the insanity defense, as well
as the subjective tools used in determining insanity.
The humor during the first half, however, is highly

distracting. Tom Ramirez, who plays defense attorney
Aaron Levinsky, provokes most of it. Levinsky is flamboyant and scheming. He smirks and smiles, pointing
his gold pen at each person he attacks as he backs them
into a confessional corner.
Although Judge Murdoch (Gale Engle) clearly
states from the start the trial is informal, it should still
be a serious one. The humor undermines Draper’s fight
for freedom.
The parents are supposedly distraught over their
daughter’s predicament. Wes Finlay is good as the middle-class stepfather who buys his love with money. But
he goes off on a tangent of money madness and jokes,
asking Levinsky if he ever received a present he liked.
From there, at no prompting from the attorney, he
makes some revealing statements.
Robert Hirschboeck plays Dr. Herbert Rosenthal, a
by-the-book pyschiatrist who testifies that Draper is
mentally ill because she showed inappropriate humor
and obstinacy during their sessions.
Hirschboeck plays the stuffy, assured doctor well,
particularly when he refuses to concede that his "abnormal" doesn’t necessarily mean her "abnormal."
But Draper does appear abnormal during the first
half of the play. With her blunt crop of short hair hang-
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ing limply across her forehead and her eyes blackened
with dark circles, there’s no denying she looks affected.
Her plight is reminiscent of the "insane syndrome."
Once you are thought to be insane, anything you do
thereafter whether you smile, argue or gesture is
further evidence of your insanity.
But the play doesn’t really come together until Levinsky stops cracking jokes and calls upon Draper to
testify. Then the static flies. Draper wants the responsibility of murder and to get it, she delivers scathing attacks on the psychiatrist, the prosecuting attorney and
her parents the key people who want to snatch the responsibility away.
Here, the author seems to say that this is a profound
weakness of the criminal court system. We’d rather believe murder is committed by a nut who can’t judge a
person from a punching bag, instead of a lucid, scheming person who knows exactly what he or she did.
Yes, "Nuts" is provocative but one thing the play
and Draper are not is sexy and seductive as stated in the
Repertory Company’s advertisements.
Topor presents another idea to ponder during this
speech: Are prostitutes anomalies or are they professionals deserving of respect? Hauber, as Draper, would
make the most hard-nosed conservative a believer.
Topor has said his play is mainly about whether
Draper understands the charges enough to stand trial,
and that it never brings up the question of whether she’s
really "nuts." By the time you leave, however, you may
have a definite opinion of her mental state.
"Nuts" is playing at the Montgomery Theater in
downtown San Jose. It will continue through Sunday,
April 1. There are "student rush" rates for all performances. All tickets are half price for a half-an-hour before the show on a first come, first served basis. A word
of warning: The play contains explicit language and is
11,0 recommended for children
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Dolby scores while ’Pettin,’ Verity bore
’Flat Earth, is well-rounded effort
By Tim Goodman
Thomas Dolby is like a calf
he
doesn’t like to be branded.
And so on his latest effort, "The Flat
Earth," Dolby decided to pursue a different avenue. As it turns out, he explores
many different avenues and for all the
twists and turns, the end result is only a
hair short of excellence.

The effort on Dolby’s part is corn
mendable. This album is full of creative
touches that make it easy to forget the offbeat, somewhat ingenious, but very
sugar-laiden song, "She Blinded Me With
Science." That was the song on Dolby’s
last album that made him an instant radio
star.
But his second album contains only
seven songs, and one begins to wonder if
Dolby wasn’t pushed to the creative limit.
If that’s the case, then this album is a
fluke and doesn’t deserve to be called "excellent." It does, however, make a decent
claim to such a lofty status by having at
least six "very good" songs.
Side one carries three songs, all vastly
different in sound and lyrical objective. In
"Dissidents," Dolby spins a tale of an oppressed writer in a land with very few
human rights.
But it’s the music, not the lyrics, that

make this song enjoyable. With heavy
bass lines and high-pitched guitar strumming, the mood is made. A vibrant type of
rythym comes about when fast-paced
electronic drums are added. The introduction to this song is classic, if you’re prone
to shuffle your feet.
The songs that follow on side one are
the backbone of the album. The title track
and "Screen Kiss" are two of the better
songs to be heard this year. Any radio station with even the slightest bit of intelligence would do well to air these two songs.
Nothing since Elvis Costello’s "Imperial
Bedroom" or Joe Jackson’s "Night and
Day" has sounded so refreshing.
"The Flat Earth" is a lesson on individual interpretation of the world and
spans many areas of musical style. There
is a swaying, soulful, type of sound that
underlies the song, and that’s joined by
Dolby employing a smooth, topical layer
of vocals.
"Screen Kiss" is the best written song
on the album and Dolby delivers a flawless vocal performance.
The song is a slow, melodic story
about a wife who lives a nightmare with
her screen-writer husband. Dolby wants to
take her away from it all before she attempts suicide. This is a very poignant
song that is miles away from some of Dolby’s previous work.
On side two, we see Dolby slide into
other various musical styles. No song,
however, can match the uncontrollable
fury emanating from "Hyperactive!"
This is probably Dolby’s next big attack on
the airwaves, and deservedly SC.
So it seems that Dolby accomplished
what he wanted. With "The Flat Earth,"
he has an album that will lay waste to any
claim of one-dimensionality. Now, if only
he can follow this album with another varied and musically enriching effort, we can
elevate "The Flat Earth" to the level of
"excellence."

’Heavy Pettin’ is light on musicianship
By Jessica Paioff
Being as I’m completely tone deaf. I
was the logical person to review this
album. Anyone else with an ear for music
would have been too, too offended.
Any images the name Heavy Pettin
conjures up are probably correct. In fact,
sit back in your chair and relax, and let
me take you on a sentimental journey.
We’re going to take a trip down memory
lane, all the way back to hi h school

Mier what it was
Think back lir
like to be a teenager? A member of the
Stridex set? The word "party" was metamorphosized from a noun. "going to a

party," to a verb, "cool, we’re going to
party."
And regardless of what form of the
word you were engaging in or if by some
quirk of fate you were actually doing
homework you were listening to music.
there’s another word that
Music
took on new meaning when you entered
high school. Regardless of what it was before, lack of taste became the status quo.
Decibels became the best criterion for
judging quality. They were great for extracting the maximum amount of irritation from your parents.
Petting. Ah, yes, another great teenage past -time. Girls never admitted to
even having gotten that far, and boys tried
to make it sound like they went the whole
nine innings. "Heavy petting" seems a
fair compromise. and probably the most
realistic.
The sounds: AC-DC. Black Sabbath.
Van Haien. Edgar Winter. Rick Derringer. Foghat. Aerosmith.
Add another name to that list Heavy
Pettin. If you’d like to travel further down
memory lane, listen to the album.
Heavy Pettin is heavy metal. It’s so
heavy, in fact, it doesn’t even get off the
ground.
I hesitate to even put it in the category
with those other great groups that at least

made some contributions, were tun to
party with, and sounded great cranked all
the way up.
At least one thing they all had in common was a sort of theme to their songs,
and it fit with the kind of sound they generated. The verb "to party" was a frequent
one, as was the noun "party."
Their attitude? Get rowdy, take lots of
drugs, have a good time. This is where
Heavy Pettin misses the boat.
The list of songs on the A -side reads
like "The Best of Barry Manilow," and for
that reason, doesn’t mesh with their

tunes: "In and Out of Love," "Broken
Heart," "Love on the Run," "Love Times
Love," and "Victims of the Night."
And maybe I still wouldn’t have been
as bothered if I could have distinguished
the songs from one another.
In all fairness, the album wasn’t that
bad, especially if you like that sort of
thing. The first song even had me tapping
my toes.
After all, any album that offers special thanks to Ozzy Osbourne couldn’t be
all bad, or could it?

Verity suffers from lack of direction
By Paul Lloret
backing vocals
It has been 11 years since John Verity guitar work and excellent
first made his debut on the rock music from bassist Terry Utley.
After a solid opening, the record bescene.
more like a
At that time, the group Argent took a comes stale and flat, sounding
vocals and
liking to the guitarist and invited him to presentation of loud screaming
join the band. After gigs with Argent and pounding drums and rhythms.
and
Baby"
Me
Songs like "Stay With
Phoenix, Verity formed his own band,
do little to difCharlie. Despite recognition, the band "Are You Ready for This"
ferentiate the band from the typical
broke up.
heavy-metal sound.
Yet, the album is a paradox. Side two
returns to the slower-paced, top-40 sound
and gives the album a little variation from
the first side’s tediousness.
"It’s Commn’ Right" and "Chippin’
Away at the Stone" are promising numbers, but there doesn’t seem to be any
spark to the music. It tends to suffer from
distinctions of "sameness" and has no
personality of its own.
Even Rod Argent and Genesis’ Mike
Rutherford can’t seem to solve Verity’s
personality problem lack of direction.
Rutherford plays the bass pedals on
"In the Arms of Someone Else," a song he
wrote for the album. While the song is alright, it verges on the mundane another
Now, with "Interrupted Journey," problem troubling this album.
Verity has emerged with a new group
The album’s final selection, "Fallnamed, what else? Verity.
ing," is a lifeless attempt not really fitting
The Yorkshire, England-based band into either side one’s or side two’s direcsounds like your basic heavy-metal band tion. It instead sounds like a hodgepodge
with some strong lead guitar work from of both, which turns into a real problem.
Verity himself. However, the problem
One might say the album suffers from
with the debut album is it fluctuates from a split personality. There is promise for
loud to soft without establishing any real this group, as Verity features some good
direction.
guitars and vocals.
Side one of "Interrupted Journey"
If it can stick to one direction, then
starts out with the band’s first single. perhaps better things from Verity may ar"Rescue Me." a number featuring good rive in the future.
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TENNIS

SHOP

Located at 1077 Saratoga-Sunnyvale Road
in San Jose.

We feature a full line of fashionable apparel for
men and women by FILA and VITA. We also carry
top-of-the-line tennis racquets:

WILSON

HEAD
PRINCE

YONEX

WIMBLEDON
YAMAHA

ANTELOPE

ROSSIGNOL
SLAZENGER
ON COMPLETE
INVENTORY

15% OFF

DURING OUR

PRE-SEASON SPECIAL
Including shoes, accessories, ski and water-ski equipment.
Professional repairs, restringing and demo racquets available

We specialize in custom design and construction of tracks, athletic fields &
tennis courts: (stationary & portable) Financing available.
While you’re browsing in our shop, let us treat you to a complimentary yogurt
from COOL LICKS or fondue cheese from COUNTRY BAKED HAMS in the
Courtyard Shopping Center

ADDITIONAL 15% OFF
WITH STUDENT I.D.

FREE
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WI I EN YOU HAVE YOUR RACQUET RESTRUNG AT
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10-9
SUN
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1077 Saratoga -Sunnyvale Road, S.J. 996-1001 or 996-1(5)2
in the Courtyard Shopping Center
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